
FROM THE HEAD

1This publication comes to you from the editorial team of TFA with contributions from the staff, students and parents

 IT WAS RAINING MEDALS AND TROPHIES IN TERM 2

JUNIOR KG HANDWRITING EVENT WINNERS 2017-18

A Little Progress Everyday Adds Up To Big Results

Volume : TFA/17-18/NL-02 (APR)
(For private circulation only)WINNING MOMENTS !
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A Good Beginning That Lasts A Lifetime

Colours
of 

Childhood

Makrand Desai Road, VADODARA-15
Ph :9099039802

Bhavya Patel (Sr.-B) 
2nd Position in the 

BSA Inter Club Speed 
Skating Trials 2018

Krishay Patel (Sr.-E) 
12th  in the Chess 

Association of Baroda

Vidhaan Shah (Sr.-E) 
Yellow Belt in the

Goju-Ryu Karate-Do
Federation in India

Kavish Desai(Sr.-F) 
5th Rank in the Seiko Kai
 Karate International India

Durva Patel(Sr.-C) 
3rd Position in the

RPSC Inter Academy
Badminton Tournament

                                                        3rd Ridit J.

  3rd .Dhyanam P

  3rd Drishti R.

Dear Parents,

We believe that education is not all about teaching facts and figures, but 
it helps children to learn skills which will empower them to lead their life 
in a right direction with a positive attitude. Learning is a life- long process 
and it doesn’t restrict to any boundaries. Our TFAites are getting ready 
with little steps everyday to achieve desired results. We started the 2nd 
term in the month of November with new hopes and a lot of enthusiasm. 
This term was full of exciting Annual Events. We began with the thrilling 
and energizing Annual Sports Day of Junior KG and Senior KG in the 
month of December. It was wonderful to see the healthy spirit of 
competition in these pre-primary children where both winning and losing 
end with smiles and celebrations! 
In March we had the much awaited event of the year the Annual Concert, 
in which all our children, teachers and parents participated with a lot of 
zeal and excitement. Our Parents continue to amaze us with their timely 
cooperation, commendable attendance and participation as true 
Partners in Education! It is not just us teachers who children learn from - 
but WE teachers also have much to learn from them!  The hard work of 
the students and teachers (Team-united For Action) have borne visibly 
commendable fruits. It is now time for resting!

“ Teaching is more than imparting knowledge, it is inspiring 
change. 

Learning is more than absorbing facts, it is acquiring 
understanding.”

Wishing you all a very relaxing, fun-filled, ‘knowledge-ful’ and 
memorable Summer break! 

- Binita Agrawal  (Head-TFA )

 Winners and Participants of External Competitions 2017-18

      2nd Devangi P.,                      3rd Yug P.

  2nd Agatsya S., 

  2nd Zaqi P., 

Naivedhya Kadam( ) Jr.-F
 1st Okinawa Goju-Ryu 

Vadodara District Karate 
Do Championship 2018 

Vishwa Patel ( ) Jr.-G
 3rd Position 
Kids Camp
Art N Craft

 
Hitanshsinh Solanki ( ) Jr.-G

 1st Position Skating
Baroda Productivity Council

 

Dear Parents,

It is hard to believe how quickly the school year passed with 
activities lined up one after the other. This was a very busy year 
and you as partners in education, played a great role in making it 
a success. Teachers have committed their time and energy 
everyday toward creating a nurturing environment in which 
children can thrive.
As I reflect on, I think about the achievements, the fun times and 
the hard work put by the children and teachers during  Spelling 
Bee, Math Cracker, Fieldtrips, Annual Sports Day and Annual 
Concert  with superb individual and team performances, 
ensured that the events were greatly enjoyed by all - both the 
participants and those cheering them on from the sidelines.
I wish our Senior KG children all the best as they journey on to 
their formal schooling.
I wish you all a very happy, safe and enjoyable summer. 
Please be sure to take time as a family to talk, play and pray 
together.
-Ulupi Patel (Coordinator)

Dear Parent,

As we approach the end of another busy year I would like to take 
this opportunity to thank all the parents for the support given to 
the school. It is wonderful to end the year by reflecting on the 
highlights of the year, starting from ISA project, celebration taking 
place throughout the year like Rakshabandhan, Janmastami, 
Christmas and many more. Children explored different topics by 
visiting various places like Baghi Khana, Bird’s Aviary, Fire 
station, Decathlon,  etc. The year went smoothly with exciting 
and some of the very important events like Annual Concert and  
Annual Sports Day. Children had great fun and enjoyed hands on 
experience learning throughout various activities. 

 I hope that learning will continue throughout the holidays.

Have a wonderful Summer Vacation. See you soon with the 

same zeal and excitement.

Nidhi Desai (Coordinator)

Junior KG-A

Junior KG-D 

Junior KG-B 

Junior KG-E

Junior KG-GJunior KG-F

1st  Raka M., 2nd Vihaan K., 

1st  Shelly P., 3rd Mahi P.

Divyansh P. 2nd Vivaan S.1st Michelle L., 3rd Megh B.

1st Vaishnavi J., 3rd Kahaan P. 1st Hitanshsinh S., 

IMPORTANT DATESIMPORTANT DATESIMPORTANT DATES - 2018-19

Summer Vacation :

           TFA ..................................14th Apr. - 6th Jun.

School  Reopens (new Nursery)............... .4th Jun.

           Jr. KG, Sr. KG................ .... ...............7th Jun.

Nursery Orientation (8:00am)...................2nd Jun.

Jr. KG Orientation (10 am) ........................2nd Jun.

Sr KG Orientation (11:30 am)....................2nd Jun.

Regular school uniform from.................. 11th Jun.
2nd Devanshi J.,

Viha Mehta (Sr.-C)
 1st Position 

Fancy Dress Competition
Nalanda Expressions

Dressed as Fruit Loops

Prayush Patel (Sr.-F)
3rd Position

Fancy Dress Competition
Nalanda Expressions

Dressed as Sugarcane Juice

1st  Yatarth P., 2nd Miti J.,

Junior KG-C 

          Praher Shastri (Jr.-B) 
          
        

 Gold Medal & Trophy  
13th Baroda District

 Inter Dojo Karate Championship 2017
2 Silver Medals All India Shitoryu 

Open Karate Championship



The student responses presented here have been kept unedited, to retain the flavour of originality in language & thought. 
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Feeling of patriotism 
on Republic Day...

Christmas Celebration

Nursery D children enjoying 

the field trip to the Bird’s  Aviary

 
                   
Nur. A Patterning         Nur.I 

          
Phonic shop

Nur. 
         

C Enjoying story time    Nur. F Project on Vehicles

Nur. G Matching Activity Nur. E -
          

 Story time

Nur. B & D Enjoying Phonic Story

        
Nur-H POI Concept 

Nur. G Matching and Pairing         Nur. A Project Talk on Vegetables

Nur. D Community Helper Dentist

           
Nur.
      

 B Sandpit time

Ananya K. from Nur-C
as Sarojini Naidu!

Nursery children enjoying 

during the Assembly 
Children enjoying 

by the Teachers during
 the Assembly 

enactment 

Story enactment by the
children in the Assembly.

Nursery -F Germination Fruit Chat Nursery -D

Nur -I Valentine’s Day Activity       Nur - E Aiming Game

Year End Party

Group picture Nur -D

FUN TIME !!!

Field Trips & Visits CompetitionsCelebrations
In TFA we believe in learning through Field trips. Nursery 
children went for field trips to the Bird’s Aviary and 
Hypercity Mall. They observed, identified and discussed 
their experience and understanding during the field trip.

I
festivals to help children understand the 
significance of each festival and stories behind 
celebrating these festivals with a lot of enthusiasm. 
Children and teachers display variety of activities 
like- dance, music, art ‘n’ craft activities, 
enactment, watching movies and celebrations like 
Christmas, Republic  day, Holi and Year End Party. 

n TFA we celebrate all the National and Religious It is very interesting to learn with fun. We planned many 
fun-filled activities for children, which helps in building 
understanding and leads to life-long learning. For 
example: children learnt life skill of keeping their toys and 
belongings, sharing their views by Show ‘n’ Tell, cooking 
experience of making a fruit chat, participation in the 
assembly built their confidence to face the audience and 
visitors, Phonic Shop, ‘Story time, Project talk on 
Vegetables, Vehicles and Community helpers.

What if there are no vehicles?

POI - Me, Doggie and Tree

 Thinking Routines

 De Bono 

                                        Nursery A
Riyanshi: Ostrich can run fast to mein uspe baith kar 
shopping jaungi.

Nursery B
Aryan: Sochna padega.

Nursery C
Dhyey: Ball pe baith ke sky se school aaunga.

Nursery D
Bhavya: Road Roller nahi hoga to new road bhi nahi 
banege.

Nursery E
Prashansa:Hum walk karke jayenge.

  Nursery-F
Smith: Ghoomne bhi nahi ja sakenge.
                                       Nursery G
Zara: Cycle chalani padegi.

                            Nursery H
 Pratham: Santa Claus ko bulaunga.
                                       Nursery I
Harshil : Elephant pe baith ke aaunga.

Nur-H Visit to the Bird Aviary Nur-C At the Hypercity Mall

Skill Building ActivitiesField Trips & Visits

Responses after the Field trip to the Bird 
Aviary

Nursery:A-Rashi: Maine bahut sare colourful love 
birds dekhe the.

 Nursery:B-Rida: Birds ka joint family hai.

Nursery:C-Avyukt: Four pink Flamingo tha, White 
Peacock and Alligators bhi the.

Nursery:D-Hitarth: Peacock pani me khada tha. Black 
Swan thi aur uski long neck thi.

Nursery:E-Neel: Rabbit dekha and bahut sare birds 
dekhe.

 Nursery:F-Havee : White colour ka Peacock tha.

Nursery: G-Rafan: Lambe Munh wale Parrots the.

Nursery:H-Swara: Macaw dekha.

Nursery:I-Vedant: Flamingo dekha tha.

Nursery A
Navya: Mein jab baby thi mere teeth nahi the ab mere 
strong teeth hai aur mein two time brush karti hoon.

Nursery:B
Durva: Mera bhai sab kuchh mera hi copy karta hai.

Nursery C
Ananya: There is a small house for the baby in 
mummy’s tummy

Nursery D
Vipra: Baby biscuit hand se khate hai, Doggie bone 
mouth se khata hai.

Nursery E
Saachi: Chhote bacche bottle se doodh pitey hai.

Nursery F
Rushank: Tree Aadu deta hai jiska ras pitey hai to 
khashi thik ho jati hai. 

Nursery G
Vyom: Baby aur Puppy khana khate hai par tree ko 
water aur sunlight chahiye.

Nursery H
Anushree: Baby kapade pehenta hai, tree kapade 
nahi pehenta hai.

Nursery I
Havya: Doggie ke four legs hote hai hamare two legs. 

What will you do if we are locked in 
the classroom?

Nursery B
Shauryasingh: Chilla chilla ke papa ko bulaunga
                                  Nursery C
Harshvi: Mein to sui jais
                                  Nursery D
Aarohi: Robot, shark banayenga aur wo door tod degi
                                  Nursery E
Prashansa: Rapunzel ki tarah bahar aa jaaungi
                                  Nursery F
Kaira: Prayer karke Hanumanji ko bulayenge
                                  Nursery G
Anaya: Magic se kholenge
                                 Nursery H
Rivan: Hanumanji ni jem udine window mathi bahar jata 
rehvanu
                                 Nursery I
Ruhi:Laat marke kholenge
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Jenica (A) - I will cry loudly.
Hem (B) - I will find my mom with the help of  cctv camera.
Humaira (C) - Mumma and papa will find me when they 
will come to know. 
Advait (D) - I will shout loudly, so my mom will find me.
Keya (E) - I will go home alone and call my friends.
Jiyansh (F) - Map use karkeghar pohonch jaunga.,
Kiah (G) - I will take an autorickshaw.

This publication comes to you from the editorial team of TFA & Early Primary, with contributions from the staff and students. 

Field Trips

Aaditya (A) - I will go to my dad’s office.
Mudra (B) - I will order food from out.
Rutav (C) - I will make maggie and eat.
Priyanshi (D) - My maid will help for me if mom is not 
there.
Yug (E) - Grandparents will help me if mummy is not 
there.
Preet (F) - I will tell my aunt to cook food for me. 
Yesha (G) - If mom is not there, mami will help me in my 
work.

De Bono Exercise

Celebrations 

“Sea is one of the most beautiful and magnificent 
sight in nature.”  

Our little explorers from Junior KG went deep inside the sea 
through the different videos shown to them and learnt about 
the sea during the POI unit Life Under Sea.  

Jr KG - A - Shaad: Squid looks like an ice-cream cone.
 Jr KG -B - Raavi: An octopus has 3 hearts. 
Jr KG -C - Dwij: Star fish looks like a palm.
Jr KG - D - Priyanshi: Shinny the star fish is my favourite 
sea animal.
Jr KG - E - Anvi : Shark has very sharp teeth.
Jr KG - F - Namya: I love an octopus because it has 8 legs.
Jr KG - G - Parth : Sea horse has a head like a horse and tail 
like a snake.

POI -  Life Under Sea
                              

 Thinking Skills ???

Harsh (A) - I will water the plant as it can grow without 
the Sun.
Mahi (B) - I will buy diamond, it will give light to us .
Khyat (C) - I will call my robot puppy as its eyes sparkle in 
the  dark.
Vivaan (D) - I will go up and bring the Sun in a basket.
Gnayan (E) - Trees will not grow and we will not get oxygen.
Vaishnavi (F) - I will keep sleeping for the whole day.
Dhyan (G) - I cannot pray and offer water to Lord Sun.

In Term 2, 
part of their Project Talk. 
They visited the Vadivadi Fire station while exploring 
Community Helpers. They saw various ways of 
extinguishing fire, different fire fighting equipment as well 
as fire engine. 

Junior KG children visited several places as a 

Field Trip to Phooldwar

Community Helpers
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Junior KG 

various outdoor play equipment 

children 
2018. The children were all geared up to spend a fun filled 
day with their friends and teachers. They enjoyed tractor 
ride,  and danced on 
songs with their teachers. They had a great time.

went to Phooldwar on 9 February 

Manav (A) - I enjoyed tractor ride
Aum (B) -  Tractor was looking like a train .
Anushka (C) - We enjoyed playing on the jungle gym
Aarya (D) - 
Twisha (E) -
Shivang (F) -
Harshit(G) -

.
There was a DJ with good music.
 I climbed on the net.
 There were many big and small swings.

 I enjoyed playing foot ball.

Ishna (A) - Fireman had worn fire jacket  and helmet for 
safety.
Praher (B) - We have to dial 101 for calling fire brigade.
Yatharth (C) - I saw axe and fire truck . 
Dev (D) - I saw the fire fighter using a fire gun.
Aaqib (E) - I saw big boat and ambulance.
 Zaqi (F) - There was a big fire engine.
Arya (G) -We saw different tools kept in the fire van.

TFA childre n 22nd December 
201

n celebrated Christmas o
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 excited to see Santa Claus 
dancing with them. The beautifully decorated  stable and 
Christmas tree left a sweet memory in everybody’s minds.

. Teachers presented a short skit on the “Birth of Lord 
Jesus Christ”. Children were

Teachers performed 
drama on the birth of

Lord Jesus.

Samarth (A) - I will wear policeman dress and catch the 
theives, if policeman is not there.
Devangi (B) - We will always follow traffic rules, if traffic 
police is not there.
Hridhaan (C) - I will go to the nurse if doctor is not there.
Jiya (D) - I will use stapler to stitch clothes, if tailor is not 
there.
Veer (E) - I will buy clothes from mall, if tailor is not 
there.
 Param (F) - I will throw water with mug if fireman is not 
there.
Meshva (G) - We will clean our own class, if maid is not 
there.

Sharing after visiting the Fire Station.

Sharing  after visiting Phooldwar

What will you do if the Sun does not 
rise for a day? 

What will you do if there are no 
Community Helpers?

How will you manage if your mother
 is not around for a day ?

What will you do if you are lost in a mall? 

Sharing after visiting the Pizza-da-Dhaba.

Chaitasi (A) - Chef was making pizza base with dough.
Shreya (B) - I saw a big oven in the kitchen.
Anay (C) - I saw a big fridge to keep vegetables. 
Janith (D) - I saw frozen vegetables and different kind of  
cheese.
Agatsya (E) - We all danced and enjoyed a lot.
Shlok (F) - Uncle put lots of cheese on pizza.
Fenil (G) -They made different types of pizza.

Children celebrated Holi where teachers presented a small 
skit on “Good Wins Over Evil”, story of king Hiranyakashipu 
and his son Prahlad. Children presented dance and song on 
Holi. 

Children 
performed 
on the song 
“Holiya mein 
ude re gulal”

Santa Clause is enjoying 
with little Santa’s

Jr. KG A children 
are enjoying 
tractor ride.

Jr. KG B children 
are excited playing
on the see - saw.

Jr. KG D children 
showcasing their 
strength climbing
the net.

Jr. KG E children 
enjoyed crossing the 
bridge.

The tiny chefs
 are ready to
 bake pizza.

Jr.KG-B children 
at the Fire- Station.

Little TFAites are ready to take the 
charge as Firefighters.

Jr.KG-F children
sharing about 
Life Under Sea

Cooking experiences are always a delight for children. 
Here they get an oppurtunity to try out hands on, learn 
something new and get a sense of pride. Children made 
their own Chocolate Laddos, Corn Chat  and Lemon 
juice!!! 

Cooking is Fun

Jr. KG F children 
enjoyed preparing and 

eating delicious corn chat.

Ready for the Summer with 
cool lemon juice  Jr. KG C.

Yum Yum- 
Choclate ladoos. 
Jr. KG D.Learning beyond the classroom is always fun! To make 

children learn the importance of our Community Helpers, 
TFA had organized  on 

 in the school premises. Teachers, School 
Helpers & Parents participated enthusiastically and were 
also a part of the Mela. After the Mela children were 
asked to think......... 

Community Helpers Mela 10th 
January 2018

Republic Day, Children’s Day and Kite Flying Day was also 
in the list of the festivals celebrated in the school during the 
term. These celebrations were fun for the children .

Celebrating
Children’s 

Day with 
our little 
Chacha 
Nehru.

Jr. KG children are ready 
to fly high with their kites.

Children had great fun at Pizza-da-Dhaba. They 
got an opportunity to see the kitchen, where the 
staff showed them big oven in which pizza base, 
bread loaf, sandwich and pasta are baked.

Children were excited to see passionate participation 
of our school helper staff, teachers and parents!

The true patriots of Junior KG expressing “My Nation, My Pride!”



The student responses presented here have been kept unedited, to retain the flavour of originality in language & thought. 

Field Trips
School field trip is an effective educational activity for children 
that helps to facilitate quick and efficient learning. This is a 
wonderful opportunity for children to take a break from the 
classroom routine and to have some fun and excitement in an 
entirely new environment while learning at the same time. 

POI - Penguin
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         Celebrations

De Bono Exercise

Sr. KG E

Sr. KG F

Sr. KG G

Sr.KG H

The story with different endings.
The Thirsty Crow

What if there are no helpers in the school????

Sr.KG A
Chelvi: Our school will look dirty.
Tanish: We will manage by ourselves.

Sr. KG B
Vrushti: Will call some other helpers from outside.
SamadKhan: We ourselves will do all the cleaning 
work.

Sr. KG C
Jiyanshi: We all children will clean all the 
washrooms.
Hitharth: After lunch we all will clean the floor.

Sr. KG D
Manav: I will become Dharmeshbhai and help other 
classes to clean them.
Parva: We will invent Robotic vaccum cleaner to 
clean the school. 

Thinking Skills

What if I am lost in the jungle????

Sr.KG A
Mahin: I will seek help from the hunter.
Jainee: I will call my mumma.

Sr. KG B
Rishabh: I will follow the footprints.
Saket: I will climb up on the tree and find the way.

Sr. KG C
Dhwaj: I will mark all the tress and remember the 
way back to home.
Meet: I will keep shouting till someone comes to 
help me.

Sr. KG D
Aanshi: I will make a doll house and stay there.
Yaksh: I will call and Angel to help me. 

Cooking Experience

 Children had hands 
on experience to make

 Coconut Laddoos.

Sr. KG E
Brinda: Penguins have webbed feet.
Krish: Largest Penguin is called 
Emperor Penguin.

Sr. KG F
Vansh: Penguins live in cold places.
Jency: Penguins are flightless birds.

Sr. KG G
Mahimna: Group of Penguins are 
called rookery.
Aarav: Penguins have long yellow 
beak.

Sr. KG H
Sorfina: Penguins make their nest 
from stones.
Heet: Penguins have solid bones.

If you become invisible???????

Sr. KG-A
Rozal: I will paint my face.

Sr. KG-B
Vedika: I will walk and someone will find me by my 
footprints.

Sr. KG-C
Atharva: I will fight with the bad people to save good 
people.

Sr. KG-D
Aarav: Will ask doctor to give me injection, so that I 
can become visible.

Sr. KG-E
Swara: I don't have to take permission to use the 
washroom.

Sr. KG-F
Jency: I will make goals in football game.

Sr. KG-G
Meet: I will feel sad looking my mummy worried about 
me.

Sr. KG-H
Kush: I will splash water on everyone and will have 
fun.

Sr. KG-A
Hetvi: The crow will go to some other home and get 
water.

Sr. KG-B
Mahenoor: I will help the crow by providing water.

Sr. KG-C
Fatima: After searching a lot for water when it did not 
find water finally he flew away.

Sr. KG-D
Daksh: The Crow will get a straw from a cafe.

How will you go out on a hot sunny day 
without footwear?

Sr. KG E
Shubh: I will wear socks and go.
Dhyani: I will put newspaper and walk on it.

Sr. KG F
Shaili: I will sit on someone’s cycle and go.
Het: I will use a skate boad and go wherever I want to go.

Sr. KG G
Vrishti: I will go in my Daddy’s car.
Mahimna: I will wear socks and will go on activa.

Sr. KG H
Shreya: I will pluck a stick from the tree and will tie on my 
feet.
Vamsi: I will make sleepers from the paper.

Children celebrated Children’s 
Day, Navratri, Christmas,  
Republic Day, Holi and 

Uttarayan.

 In TFA, children celebrate festivals not just because it offers 
much enjoyment and thrill but also because it has much more 
to tell about the country, its history and culture. Festival 
celebrations at school help the children to understand the 
importance of bonding together, sharing joys and celebrating 
happiness with togetherness. In our school, this term we 
celebrated various festivals like Children’s Day, Christmas, 
Republic Day and Holi.

Sr. KG E
Helly: I will shout stop! stop! stop!
Pavani: I will show my hands to move.

Sr. KG F
Vansh: I will use a whistle.
Dimpy: I will use my bicycle bell.

Sr. KG G
Dhyani: I will do peep-peep with my mouth and I will  
drive.
Pratham: I will drive slowly with the help of brake.

Sr. KG H
Aryan: I will show indicator and will get space to drive.
Saumya: I will show flash card, give space give 
space.

How will you drive without 
honking???????

 Children had 
hands 

on experience 
to make
 Bhel.

      How will the Monkey save his life from
 the Crocodile?

Cooking can help young kids learn and practice important life 
skill of preparing food. These cooking experiences in the class 
help children to learn about the steps, recipe, ingredients used 
to prepare any kind of food. It is an interesting and a joyful 
hands on experience for children and teachers.

Senior KG children were explored to the events like Math Cracker and 
Spelling Bee at the class level to enhance their healthy competitive skills. 
Children also learnt to be independent and developed the team spirit. 

IN-HOUSE EVENTS

Sr. KG children  learning to participate within 
a whole group; sharing, listening, and turn-taking.

Sr.  KG exploring shapes to create an object and solving worksheet.

Fizan:I will spray medicine on crocodile’s eyes and 
jump on the tree.
Diya: Monkey will bribe the crocodile.

Kavish: Monkey will put a stick in crocodile’s mouth so 
that he cannot close his mouth.
Aum: Monkey will paint a stone like a heart and put in 
crocodile’s mouth so the Crocodile will sink in the river.

Ayush:The Monkey will question the Crocodile about his
feeling if somebody wants to eat his heart. 
Vihaan: The Monkey will bribe the Crocodile by offering 
sweet jamuns everyday.

Ayaan: The Monkey will say that my heart already fell 
into the river.
Aarav: The Monkey will ask the Crocodile to wait as 
will bring the baby also along with him.

Thinking Skills
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